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Abstract
We present an explainable document search system (ExDocS), based on a re-ranking approach, that uses textual and visual
explanations to explain document rankings to non-expert users. ExDocS attempts to answer questions such as “Why is
document X ranked at Y for a given query?”, “How do we compare multiple documents to understand their relative rankings?”.
The contribution of this work is on re-ranking methods based on various interpretable facets of evidence such as term
statistics, contextual words, and citation-based popularity. Contribution from the user interface perspective consists of
providing intuitive accessible explanations such as: “document X is at rank Y because of matches found like Z” along with
visual elements designed to compare the evidence and thereby explain the rankings. The quality of our re-ranking approach
is evaluated on benchmark data sets in an ad-hoc retrieval setting. Due to the absence of ground truth of explanations, we
evaluate the aspects of interpretability and completeness of explanations in a user study. ExDocS is compared with a recent
baseline - explainable search system (EXS), that uses a popular posthoc explanation method called LIME. In line with the
“no free lunch” theorem, we find statistically significant results showing that ExDocS provides an explanation for rankings
that are understandable and complete but the explanation comes at the cost of a drop in ranking quality.
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1. Introduction
Explainability in Artificial intelligence (XAI) is currently
a vibrant research topic that attempts to make AI systems
transparent and trustworthy to the concerned stakehold-
ers. The research in XAI domain is interdisciplinary but
is primarily led by the development of methods from the
machine learning (ML) community. From the classifi-
cation perspective, e.g., in a diagnostic setting a doctor
may be interested to know that how prediction for a dis-
ease is made by the AI-driven solution. XAI methods in
ML are typically based on exploiting features associated
with a class label, development of add-on model specific
methods like LRP [2], model agnostic ways such as LIME
[3] or causality driven methods [4]. The explainability
problem in IR is inherently different from a classification
setting. In IR, the user may be interested to know how a
certain document is ranked for the given query or why a
certain document is ranked higher than others [5]. Often
an explanation is an answer to a why question [6].

In this work, Explainable Document Search (ExDocS),
we focus on a non-web ad-hoc text retrieval setting and
aim to answer the following research questions:

1. Why is a document X ranked at Y for a given
query?
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2. How do we compare multiple documents to un-
derstand their relative rankings?

3. Are the explanations provided interpretable and
complete?

There have been works [5], [7] in the recent past that
attempted to address related questions such as "Why is a
document relevant to the query?" by adapting XAI meth-
ods such as LIME [3] primarily for neural rankers. We
argue that the idea of relevance has deeper connotations
related to the semantic and syntactic notion of similarity
in text. Hence, we try to tackle the XAI problem from
a ranking perspective. Based on interpretable facets we
provide a simple re-ranking method that is agnostic of
the retrieval model. ExDocS provides local textual ex-
planations for each document (Part D in Fig. 1). The
re-ranking approach enables us to display the “math be-
hind the rank” for each of the retrieved documents (Part
E in Fig. 1). Besides, we also provide a global explana-
tion in form of a comparative view of multiple retrieved
documents (Fig. 4).

We discuss relevant work for explainable rankings
in section two. We describe our contribution to the re-
ranking approach and methods to generate explanation in
section three. Next in section four, we discuss the quanti-
tative evaluation of rankings on benchmark data sets and
a comparative qualitative evaluation with an explainable
search baseline in a user study. To our knowledge, this is
one of the first works comparing two explainable search
systems in a user study. In section five, we conclude
that ExDocS provides explanations that are interpretable
and complete. The results are statistically significant in
Wilcoxon signed-rank test. However, the explanations
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Figure 1: The ExDocS Search Interface. Local Textual explanation, marked (D), explains the rank of a document with a simpli-
fied mathematical score (E) used for re-ranking. A query-term bar, marked (C), for each document signifies the contribution
of each query term. Other facets of Local explanation can be seen in Fig 2 & 3. A running column in the left marked (B) shows
a gradual fading of color shade with decreasing rank. Global explanation via document comparison marked here as (A), is
shown in Fig 4. Showing search results for a sample query - ‘wine market’ on EUR-Lex [1] dataset.

come at a cost of reduced ranking performance paving
way for future work. The ExDocS system is online1 and
the source code is available on-request for reproducible
research.

2. Related Work
The earliest attempts on making search results explain-
able can be seen through the visualization paradigms
[8, 9, 10] that aimed at explaining term distribution and
statistics. Mi and Jiang [11] noted that IR systems were
one of the earliest among other research fields to offer
interpretations of system decisions and outputs, through
search result summaries. The areas of product search [12]
and personalized professional search [13], have explored
explanations for search results by creating knowledge-
graphs based on user’s logs. In [14] Melucci made a
preliminary study and suggested that structural equa-
tion models from the causal perspective can be used to
generate explanations for search systems. Related to ex-

1https://tinyurl.com/ExDocSearch

Figure 2: Contribution of Query Terms for relevance

plainability, the perspective of ethics and fairness [15, 16]
is also often encountered in IR whereby the retrieved data
may be related to disadvantaged people or groups. In
[17] a categorization of fairness in rankings is devised
based on the use of pre-processing, in-processing, or



Figure 3: Coverage of matched terms in a document

post-processing strategies.
Recently there has been a rise in the study of inter-

pretability of neural rankers [5, 7, 18]. While [5] uses
LIME, [7] uses DeepSHAP for generating explanations
and both of them differ considerably. Neural ranking can
be thought of as an ordinal classification problem, thereby
making it easier to leverage the XAI concepts from the
ML community to generate explanations. Moreover, [18]
generates explanations through visualization using term
statistics and highlighting important passages within the
documents retrieved. Apart from this, [19] offers a tool
built upon Lucene to explain the internal workings of the
Vector Space Model, BM25, and Language Model, but it is
aimed at assisting researchers and is still far from an end
user’s understanding. ExDocS also focuses on explaining
the internal operations of the search system similar to
[19], however, it uses a custom ranking approach.

Singh and Anand’s EXS [5] comes closest to ExDocS
in terms of the questions they aim to answer through
explanations, such as - "Why is a document relevant to
the query?" and "Why is a document ranked higher than
the other?". EXS uses DRMM (Deep Relevance Matching
Model), a pointwise neural-ranking model that uses a
deep architecture at the query term level for relevance
matching. For generating explanations it employs LIME
[3]. We consider the explanations from EXS as a fair
baseline and compare with ExDocS in a user-study.

3. Concept: Re-ranking via
Interpretable facets

The concept behind ExDocS is based on the re-ranking
of interpretable facets of evidence such as term statistics,
contextual words, and citation-based popularity. Each
of these facets is also a selectable search criterion in
the search interface. We have a motivation to provide a

simple intuitive mathematical explanation of each rank
with reproducible results. Hence, we start with a com-
mon TF-IDF based vector space model (VSM as OOTB
Apache Solr) with cosine similarity (ClassicSimilarity).
VSM helped us to separate the contributions of query
terms enabling us to analytically explain the ranks. BM25
was not deemed suitable for explaining the rankings to a
user, since it could not be interpreted completely analyt-
ically. On receiving a user query, we expand the query
and search the index. The top hundred results are passed
to the re-ranker (refer to Algo. 1) to get the final results.
Term-count is taken as the first facet of evidence since we
assumed that it is relatively easy to analytically explain to
a non-expert end-user as: “document X has P % relative
occurrences.. compared to the best matching document”
(refer to Part E in 1). The assumption on term-count
is also in line with a recent work [18] on explainable
rankings.

Skip-gram word-embeddings are used to determine
contextual words. About two to three nearest neighbor
words are used to expand the query. Additionally, the
WordNet thesaurus is used to detect synonyms. The opti-
mal combination of the ratio of word-embeddings versus
synonyms is empirically determined by ranking perfor-
mance. Re-ranking is performed based on the proportion
of co-occurring words. This enables us to provide local
explanations such as “document X is ranked at position
Y because of matches found for synonyms like A and
contextual words like B”. Citation analysis is performed
by making multiple combinations of weighted in-links,
Page Rank, and HITS score for each document. Citation
analysis was selected and deemed as an interpretable
facet that we named “document popularity”. We argue
that this could be used to generate understandable expla-
nations such as: “document X is ranked at Y because of
the presence of popularity”. Finally, we re-rank using the
following facets as shown below:

• Keyword Search: ‘term statistics’ (term-count)
• Contextual Search: ‘context-words’ (term-

count of query words + expanded contextual
words by word-embeddings).

• Synonym Search: ‘contextual words’ (term-
count of query words + expanded contextual
words). Contextual words are synonyms, in this
case, using Word-Net.

• Contextual and Synonym Search: ‘contex-
tual words’ (term-count of query words + ex-
panded contextual words). Contextual words are
word-embeddings+synonyms in this case.

• Keyword Search with Popularity score:
‘citation-based popularity’ (popularity score of a
document)

Based on benchmark ranking performance, we empiri-
cally determine a weighted combination of these facets



which is also available as a search criteria choice in the
interface. Additionally, we provide local and global vi-
sual explanations. Local ones in form of visualizing the
contribution of features (expanded query terms) for each
document as well as comparing them globally for mul-
tiple documents (refer the Evidence Graph in the lower
part of Fig. 4).

input :q = {w1,w2,...,wn}, D = {d1,d2,...,dm},
facet

output :A re-ranked doc list

1 Select top-k docs from D using cosine similarity,
such as

{𝑑′1, 𝑑′2, ..., 𝑑′𝑘} ∈ 𝐷𝑘

for 𝑖← 1 to 𝑘 do
2 if facet == ‘term statistics’ or ‘contextual

words’ then
3 evidence(di)← Σ𝑤∈𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑤, 𝑑𝑖)
4 // count(w, di) is count of

term w in di

5 end
6 if facet == ‘citation-based popularity’ then
7 evidence(di)← 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑑𝑖)
8 // popularityScore(di) could

be inLinks count, PageRank
or HITS score of di

9 end
10 end
11 Rerank all docs in Dk using evidence
12 return Dk

Algorithm 1: Re-ranking algorithm

4. Evaluation
We have two specific focus areas in evaluation. The first
one is related to the quality of the rankings and the second
one is related to the explainability aspect. We leave out
evaluation of the popularity score model for future work.

4.1. Evaluation of re-ranking algorithm
We experimented the re-ranking algorithm on the TREC
Disk 4 & 5 (-CR) dataset. The evaluations were carried out
by using the trec_eval[20] package. We used TREC-6 ad-
hoc queries (topics 301-350) and used only ‘Title’ of the
topics as the query. We noticed that Keyword Search,
Contextual Search, Synonym Search, and
Contextual Synonym Search systems were unable
to beat the ‘Baseline ExDocS’ (OOTB Apache Solr) on
metrics such as MAP, R-Precision, and NDCG (refer

to Table 1). We benchmark our retrieval performance
by comparing with [21] and confirm that our ranking
approach needs improvement to at least match the
baseline performance metrics.

4.2. Evaluation of explanations
We performed a user study to qualitatively evaluate the
explanations. Also, to compare ExDocS’s explanations
with that of EXS; we integrated EXS’s explanation model
into our interface. Therefore, keeping the look and feel of
both systems alike, we tried to reduce user’s bias towards
any system.

4.2.1. User study setup

A total of 32 users participated in a lab controlled user
study. 30 users were from a computer science background
while 26 users had a fair knowledge of information re-
trieval systems. Each user was asked to test out both
the systems and the questionnaire was formatted in a
Latin-block design. The name of the systems was masked
as System-A (EXS) and System-B (ExDocS).

4.2.2. Metrics for evaluation

We use the existing definitions ([6] and [22]) of Inter-
pretability, Completeness and Transparency in the com-
munity with respect to evaluation in XAI. The following
factors are used for evaluating the quality and effective-
ness of explanations:

• Interpretability: describing the internals of a sys-
tem in human-understandable terms [6].

• Completeness: describing the operation of a sys-
tem accurately and allowing the system’s behav-
ior to be anticipated in future [6].

• Transparency: an IR system should be able to
demonstrate to its users and other interested par-
ties, why and how the proposed outcomes were
achieved [22].

4.3. Results and Discussion
We discuss the results of our experiments and draw con-
clusions to answer the research questions.

RQ1. Why is a document X ranked at Y for a
given query?
We answer this question by providing the individual tex-
tual explanation for every document (refer to Part D of
Fig. 1) on the ExDocS interface. The “math behind the
rank” (refer to Part E of Fig. 1) of a document is explained
as a percentage of the evidence with respect to the best
matching document.



Figure 4: Global Explanation by comparison of evidence for multiple documents (increasing ranks from left to right). A title-
body image is provided, marked (A), to indicate whether the query term was found in title and/or body. The column marked
(B), represents the attributes for comparison.

Table 1
MAP, R-Precision, and NDCG values for ExDocS search systems against TREC-6 benchmark values*[21]

IR Systems MAP R-Precision NDCG

csiro97a3* 0.126 0.1481 NA
DCU97vs* 0.194 0.2282 NA
mds603* 0.157 0.1877 NA
glair61* 0.177 0.2094 NA
Baseline ExDocS 0.186 0.2106 0.554
Keyword Search 0.107 0.1081 0.462
Contextual Search 0.080 0.0955 0.457
Synonym Search 0.078 0.0791 0.411
Contextual and Synonym Search 0.046 0.0526 0.405

RQ2. How do we compare multiple documents
to understand their relative rankings?
We provide an option to compare multiple documents
through visual and textual paradigms (refer to Fig. 4). The
evidence can be compared and contrasted and thereby un-
derstand the reasons for a document’s rank being higher
or lower than others.

RQ3. Are the generated explanations inter-
pretable and complete?
We evaluate the quality of the explanations in terms of
their interpretability and completeness. Empirical evi-
dence from the user study on Interpretability:

1. 96.88% of the users understood the textual expla-
nations of ExDocS

2. 71.88% of the users understood the relation be-
tween the query term and features (synonyms or
contextual words) shown in the explanation

3. Users gave a mean rating of 4 out of 5 (standard
deviation = 1.11) to ExDocS on the understand-
ability of the percentage calculation for rankings,
shown as part of the explanations

When users were explicitly asked - whether they could
“gather an understanding of how the system functions
based on the given explanations”, users gave a positive



response with a mean rating of 3.84 out of 5 (standard
deviation = 0.72). The above-mentioned empirical evi-
dence indicates that the ranking explanations provided
by ExDocS can be deemed as interpretable.

Empirical evidence from the user study on Complete-
ness:

1. All users found the features shown in the expla-
nation of ExDocS to be reasonable (i.e. sensible
or fairly good)

2. 90.63% of the users understood through compara-
tive explanations of ExDocS that- why a partic-
ular document was ranked higher or lower than
other documents

Moreover, 78.13% of total users claimed that they could
anticipate ExDocS behavior in the future based on the
understanding gathered through explanations (individual
and comparative). Based on the above empirical evidence
we argue that the ranking explanations generated by
ExDocS can be assumed to be complete.

Transparency: We investigate if the explanations
make ExDocS more transparent [22] to the user. Users
gave ExDocS a mean rating of 3.97 out of 5 (standard
deviation = 0.86) on ‘Transparency’ based on the indi-
vidual (local) explanations. In addition to that, 90.63%
of the total users indicated that ExDocS became more
transparent after reading the comparative (global) expla-
nations. This indicates that explanations make ExDocS
more transparent to the user.

Figure 5: Comparison of explanations from EXS and ExDocS
on different XAI metrics. All the values shown here are scaled
between [0-1] for simplicity.

Comparison of explanations between ExDocS
and EXS:
Both the systems performed similarly in terms of
𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 and 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠. However, users
found ExDocS explanations to be more interpretable com-
pared to that of EXS (refer to Fig. 5), and this compar-
ison was statistically significant in WSR test (|𝑊 | <
𝑊𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙(𝛼 = 0.05,𝑁𝑟 = 10) = 10, where |𝑊 | = 5.5).

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we present an Explainable Document Search
(ExDocS) system that attempts to explain document rank-
ings using a combination of textual and visual elements
to a non-expert user. We make use of word embeddings
and WordNet thesaurus to expand the user query. We use
various interpretable facets such as term statistics, con-
textual words, and citation-based popularity. Re-ranking
results from a simple vector space model with such in-
terpretable facets help us to explain the “math behind
the rank” to an end-user. We evaluate the explanations
by comparing ExDocS with another explainable search
baseline in a user study. We find statistically significant
results that ExDocs provides interpretable and complete
explanations. Although, it was difficult to find a clear
winner between both systems in all aspects. In line with
the “no free lunch” theorem, the results show a drop in
ranking quality on benchmark data sets at the cost of
getting comprehensible explanations. This paves way
for ongoing research to include user feedback to adapt
the rankings and explanations. ExDocS is currently be-
ing evaluated in domain-specific search settings like law
search where explainability is a key factor to gain user
trust.
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